Programma di Inglese
Classe 4 F
Prof.ssa Scarpa M.Antonietta

Letteratura: Dal libro Lit & lab (vol 1,2) di M.Spiauzzi - M. Tavella ed. Zanichelli
The Restoration Comedy
The Sealing of the Deed by W. Congreve
Reason and Common Sense  p. 194
The First Hanovenians  p. 196
The 18th Novel  p. 200
The Birth of our Hero  .. 202
The Mock - Heroic Poem  p. 204-205
A. Pope From “The Rape of the Lock” Belinda's Toilet
S. Richardson from “Pamela or the Virtue” Rewarded "Virtue and Goodness" p.206 - 208
H. Fielding from “Tom Jones” A Robbery p. 212
L. Sterne from The life and opinions of T. Shandy p.214 “The very place” p. 216
D. Defoe from R. Crusoe p. 218-219 Man Friday p.223
from “Moll Flanders” p. 225 “Moll becomes a thief” p.226
Emotion vs Reason p. 272
The Changing Face of Britain and America p.274
Early Romantic Poetry p. 278
T. Gre\
1. “Elegy written in a country churchyard” p. 279

Grammar: Da “Grammar Files”
Conditionals 1,2,3 tipo + mixed Relative Clauses
Phrasal Verbs
Verb To do - To make
The passive form
Indirect speech
Ing form or Infinitive
Prefer, would rather had better Infinitives of purpose - Uso dell'articolo
Verb + preposition + adverbs
Present Perfect Continuous - Present Perfect
Duration form - For/Since
The future
The future in the past
Educational and learning - Entertainment and Arts
“An Ant’s Eye View” “Making every drop count”
“Travel” Welcome to USA”
“Happiness” The Secrets of True Happiness”

Lettura integrata: Tom Jones
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